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Activation cross-section measurement of a sort of nuclide

produced with a target including two isotopes *
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Abstract: Based on a formula used to calculate the activation cross-section sum of two reactions producing a sort

of nuclide with a target including two isotopes, the related problems in some references have been analyzed and

discussed. It is pointed out that the calculation methods of the cross-section sum of two reactions producing the

same radioactive nuclide for two isotopes in some references are improper and usually it is impossible to obtain the

correct cross-section sum of two reactions producing the same radioactive nuclide for two isotopes in the case of

using natural samples. At the same time, the related concepts are clarified and the correct processing method and

representation are given. The comparison with the experimental results show that the theoretical analysis results are

right.
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1 Introduction

Nuclear reaction cross sections are to test the funda-
mental basis of nuclear theory. They are also the basic
data for nuclear technology and nuclear power develop-
ment. Therefore, the accurate measurement of nuclear
reaction cross sections is very important. However, in
practice, cross-section measurement induced by neutrons
can be influenced by many factors, such as the interac-
tions of all possible reactions, γ-rays with close energies,
the interferences from the excited states on the ground
state, γ-γ cascade coincidences, γ-ray self-absorption in
the sample, and so on. All of these problems need to
be resolved. As to the problem of the interactions of all
possible reactions, it can usually be resolved by using the
solution of isotope separation or a different cooling time
according to the different half-life of the product radionu-
clide. When the target nuclei have many stable isotopes
and natural samples are used, it is sometimes difficult to
avoid the effects of all possible reactions, such as aX (n,
p)aY and a+1X (n, d∗)aY (d∗=np+pn+d) reactions, aX
(n, 2n)(a−1)mX and a−1X (n, n′)(a−1)mX reactions, and so

on. For these cases, different processing methods or rep-
resentations are used in different references [1–14] and
even the meaning of nuclear reaction cross section is not
clear in some references. They are neither conducive to
academic exchanges nor conducive for adoption by inter-
national or national nuclear data centers. For the effects
of aX (n, p)aY and a+1X (n, d∗)aY reactions or aX (n,
2n)(a−1)mX and a−1X (n, n′)(a−1)mX reactions on each
other, there are different processing methods or repre-
sentations in Refs. [1–14] .

In this paper, based on a formula used to calculate
the activation cross-section sum of two reactions produc-
ing a sort of nuclide with a target including two isotopes,
the related problems in Refs.[1-14] are analyzed and dis-
cussed, and the theoretical analysis results are compared
with the experimental results. It is pointed out that the
calculation methods of the cross-section sum of two re-
actions producing the same radioactive nuclide for two
isotopes in Refs. [1–8] are improper. At the same time,
the related concepts are clarified and the correct process-
ing method and representation are given.
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2 The related formulas

The measured cross sections σx were calculated by
the following activation formula [15]:

σx=
[SεpIγηKMD]0
[SεpIγηKMD]x

[λAFC]x
[λAFC]0

σ0, (1)

where the subscript 0 represents the term correspond-
ing to the monitor reaction and subscript x corresponds
to the measured reaction, εp=full-energy peak efficiency
of the measured characteristic gamma ray, I=gamma-
ray intensity, η= abundance of the target nuclide, M=
mass of sample, D = e−λt1−e−λt2 = counting collection
factor, t1, t2= time intervals from the end of the irra-
diation to the start and end of counting, respectively,
A= atomic weight, C= measured full-energy peak area,
λ= decay constant, F = total correction factor of the
activity: F =fs×fc×fg, where fs, fc and fg are the cor-
rection factors for the self-absorption of the sample at a
given gamma energy and the coincidence sum effect of
cascade gamma rays in the investigated nuclide and in
the counting geometry, respectively, K= neutron fluence
fluctuation factor:

K=

[

L
∑

i

Φi(1−e−λ∆ti)e−λTi

]/

ΦS,

where L= number of time intervals into which the irra-
diation time is divided, ∆ti= duration of the ith time
intervals, Ti= time interval from the end of the ith inter-
val to the end of irradiation, Φi= neutron flux averaged
over the sample in ∆ti, Φ neutron flux averaged over the
sample in the total irradiation time T and S=1−e−λT =
growth factor of product nuclide.

Using a similar approach of Ref. [16], the following
formula used to calculate the cross-section sum of aX (n,
p)aY and a+1X (n, d∗)aY reactions can be deduced

σx=σ1x+σ2x=
[MηIγεpKSD]0
[MIγεpKSD]x

·

[FλA]x
[FCλA]0

σ0

(

C1x

η1x

+
C2x

η2x

)

,

(2)
where η1x and η2x are the abundances of aX and a+1X
respectively, C1x and C2x are the full-energy peak (FEP)
counts of the characteristic γ ray of aY from aX (n, p)aY
and a+1X (n, d∗)aY reactions respectively.

The result is also applicable to the cross-section sum
of aX (n, 2n)(a−1)mX and a−1X (n, n′)(a−1)mX reactions.

3 Theoretical analysis and discussion of

related problems

It can be seen from Eq. (2) that the FEP counts C1x

and C2x of the characteristic γ ray of aY from aX (n,
p)aY and a+1X (n, d∗)aY reactions must be measured
separately in order to obtain the cross-section sum of

aX(n, p)aY and a+1X(n, d∗)aY reactions, it is impos-
sible in the case of using natural samples, because the
aY from aX (n, p)aY and the a+1X (n, d∗)aY reactions
can not be distinguished. However, Refs. [1–8] obtained
the cross-section sum of aX (n, p)aY and a+1X (n, d∗)aY
reactions or aX(n, 2n)(a−1)mX and a−1X(n, n′)(a−1)mX re-
actions, it is possible that the so-called cross-section sum
is obtained by using one of the following two methods in
Refs. [1–8].

The first method: The cross section of the aX(n,
p)aY reaction or the aX (n, 2n)(a−1)mX reaction was cal-
culated from Eq. (1) and it was regarded as the cross-
section sum. While the cross section of the aX (n, p)aY
reaction or the aX (n, 2n)(a−1)mX reaction was calcu-
lated§the FEP count Cx of the characteristic γ ray from
aY or (a−1)mX (it is C1x+C2x in fact) was regarded as C1x,
so the so-called cross-section sum can be given as

σ′

x=
[MηIγεpKSD]0
[MIγεpKSD]x

·

[FλA]x
[FCλA]0

C1x+C2x

η1x

σ0. (3)

Comparing Eqs. (3) and (2), it can be seen that the
cross-section sum from Eq. (3) is in agreement with that
from Eq. (2) only when the abundance η1x of aX equals
the abundance η2x of a+1X (or the abundance η1x of
aX equals the abundance η2x of a−1X). In other words,
Eq. (3) is not the formula used to calculate the acti-
vation cross-section sum of two reactions producing the
same radioactive nuclide for two isotopes in normal cases.
The cross-section sum from Eq. (3) is less than that from
Eq. (2) when η1x is more than η2x and the cross-section
sum from Eq. (3) is more than that from Eq. (3) when
η1x is less than η2x.

The second method: The cross section of the
aX(n, p)aY reaction was calculated from Eq. (1) and it
was regarded as the cross-section sum. While the cross
section of the aX(n, p)aY reaction was calculated, the
FEP count Cx of the characteristic γ ray from aY (it is
C1x+C2x in fact) was regarded as C1x, and the sum of
the abundance η1x of aX and the abundance η2x of a+1X
was regarded as the abundance η1x of aX, so the so-called
cross-section sum can be given as

σ′′

x =
[MηIγεpKSD]0
[MIγεpKSD]x

·

[FλA]x
[FCλA]0

C1x+C2x

η1x+η2x

σ0. (4)

Comparing Eqs. (4) and (2), it can be seen that the
cross-section sum from Eq. (4) is always less than that
from Eq. (2).

Ref. [4] pointed out explicitly that the data value for
*Ni (n, p) 61Co=61Ni(n, p)61Co+62Ni(n, n+p)61Co was
defined by authors taking the abundance of the first men-
tioned isotope. It can be seen that the cross-section sum
of the 61Ni(n, p)61Co reaction and the 62Ni(n, n+p)61Co
reaction in the Ref. [4] was calculated according to the
first method mentioned above. The target nuclear abun-
dance corresponding to the Ba(n, x)136Cs reaction is
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9.009% which exactly equals the sum of the abundance
2.417% of 134Ba and the abundance 6.592% of 135Ba in
Table 1 of Ref. [7]. This shows that the cross-section
sum was calculated according to the second method men-
tioned above. A desciption of how to obtain the cross-
section sum was not given in Refs. [1–3, 5, 6, 8], but the
cross-section sum calculated according to either method
mentioned above is not the true cross-section sum which
is calculated from Eq. (2).

When the target nuclei have many stable isotopes
and natural samples are used, it is sometimes difficult to
avoid the summation of aX (n, p)aY and a+1X (n, d∗)aY
reactions, aX (n, 2n)(a−1)mX and a−1X (n, n’ )(a−1)mX
reactions. The common methods used are as follows.

If the cross-section difference between the a+1X (n,
d∗)aY reaction and the aX (n, p)aY reaction is very small
or the effect of the a+1X (n, d∗)aY reaction on the aX (n,
p)aY reaction can not be neglected, the cross sections of
the aX (n, p)aY reaction can be obtained by subtracting
the contribution of the a+1X (n, d∗)aY reaction with the
credible experimental or evaluation values of the cross
section of the a+1X (n, d∗)aY, and vice versa. The same
is true for the a−1X (n, n′)(a−1)mX reaction on the aX (n,
2n)(a−1)mX reaction. For example, the cross sections of
the 61Ni(n, p) 61Co reaction were calculated by Formula
(1) deducting the contribution of the 62Ni(n, d∗)61Co re-
action with the evaluated values from ENDF JEFF-3.1
in Ref. [13]. For another example, the cross sections of
the 46Ti(n, p)46Sc reaction, which were obtained by sub-
tracting the effect of the 47Ti(n, d∗)46Sc reaction with
the credible experimental values of the cross sections of
the a+1X (n, d∗)aY, were in agreement with the results
of using enriched isotope samples in Ref. [14]

If the cross sections of the a+1X (n, d∗)aY reaction
are much smaller than those of the aX (n, p)aY reac-
tion, or the abundance of a+1X is also much smaller than
that of aX, the cross sections of the aX (n, p)aY reac-
tion can be obtained by ignoring the influence of the
a+1X (n, d∗)aY reaction. It is same with the a−1X (n,
n′)(a−1)mX reaction on the aX (n, 2n)(a−1)mX reaction.
For example, after calculation we know that the effect
of the 98Mo(n, d∗)97Nb reaction on the 97Mo(n, p)97Nb
reaction was lower than 0.1% in Ref. [12]. For another
example, the relative errors of the cross sections for the
60Ni(n, p)60mCo reaction which neglected the effect of
the 61Ni(n, d∗)60mCo reaction are lower 1.2% than those

which deducted the effect of the 61Ni(n, d∗)60mCo reac-
tion with the credible experimental values. So the cross
sections of the 60Ni(n, p)60mCo reaction were calculated
by Formula (1) neglecting the effects of 61Ni(n, d∗)60mCo
reactions in Ref. [13].

The cross sections of 137,136,134Ba(n, p) reactions in
Ref. [9] and the cross sections of aX (n, p)aY reaction in
Refs. [10, 11] may be calculated by using the first method
mentioned above. In fact, the effects of the a+1X (n,
d∗)aY reaction were neglected while the cross sections of
the aX (n, p)aY reaction were calculated by using For-
mula (1) in Refs. [9–11].

4 Comparison between the experimental

and theoretical results

Two experiments (one by using natural samples, an-
other by using the enriched isotope) should be done
to compare the difference between the so-called cross-
section sum obtained by using two methods mentioned
above and the true cross-section sum calculated from
Eq. (2), but we did only the experiment by using natural
samples due to the limitation of the experimental con-
ditions. For comparison, the so-called cross-section sum
was obtained from Eqs. (3) and (4) respectively with re-
lated experimental data in our experiments, and the true
cross-section sum was calculated from Eq. (2) with the
experimental values reported in Refs. [17, 18] and the
evaluation values of ENDF/B-4.1 [21], respectively.

The experimental conditions, instruments, equip-
ment, samples, experimental process and so on in our
experiments can be seen from Refs. [5] and [19] The nat-
ural abundances of the target isotopes are taken from
Ref. [20] the so-called cross-section sum calculated from
Eq. (3) is expressed by using σ1 and the so-called cross-
section sum calculated from Eq. (4) is expressed by us-
ing σ2, the cross-section sum σ is calculated from Eq. (2)
with the experimental values reported in Refs. [17, 18]
and the cross-section sum σ* is calculated from Eq. (2)
with the evaluation values of ENDF/B-4.1 [21]. They
are all listed in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the abundance of
46Ti is more than that of 47Ti, so σ1 is less than σ, but
the difference of σ1 and σ is very small because the abun-
dances of 46Ti and 47Ti are close. The abundance of
198Hg is less than that of 199Hg, so σ1 is more than σ.

Table 1. Comparison between theoretical and experimental results.

reaction abundance of target isotope (%) neutron energy/MeV σ1/mb σ2/mb σ/mb σ*/mb
46Ti(n,p)46Sc+ 8.0 14.81 305±12 159±7 329.5±5.0 [17] 263.62 [21]
47Ti (n,d)46Sc 7.3

198Hg (n,p) 9.97 14.5 5.7±0.3 2.1±0.2 4.9±0.5 [18] 5.81 [21]
198Au+ 16.87

199Hg (n,d)198Au
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But σ2 is always less than σ in the two situations. These
are in agreement with the theoretical analysis results in
Part 3. It shows the theoretical analysis results are very
reasonable.

In summary, in this article it is pointed out that the
calculation methods of the cross-section sum of two re-
actions producing the same radioactive nuclide for two
isotopes in some references are improper and normally
it is impossible to obtain the cross-section sum of two
reactions producing the same radioactive nuclide for two
isotopes in the case of using natural samples. The acti-
vation cross-section sum of two reactions producing the
same radioactive nuclide for two isotopes in normal cir-
cumstances can be obtained from Eq. (3) when the abun-
dance of aX equals the abundance of a+1X or the abun-
dance of aX equals the abundance of a−1X. If the cross-

section difference between the a+1X (n, d∗)aY reaction
and the aX (n, p)aY reaction is small or the effect of the
a+1X (n, d∗)aY reaction on the aX (n, p)aY reaction can
not be neglected, the cross sections of the aX (n, p)aY
reaction can be obtained by subtracting the effect of the
a+1X (n, d∗)aY reaction with the credible experimental
or evaluation values of the cross section of the a+1X (n,
d∗)aY, and vice versa. It is the same with the a−1X (n,
n’ )(a−1)mX reaction on the aX (n, 2n)(a−1)mX reaction.
If the cross sections of the a+1X (n, d∗)aY reaction are
much smaller than those of the aX (n, p)aY reaction, or
the abundance of a+1X is much smaller than that of aX,
the cross sections of the aX (n, p)aY reaction can be ob-
tained by ignoring the influence of the a+1X (n, d∗)aY
reaction. The same is true with the a−1X (n, n’ )(a−1)mX
reaction on the aX (n, 2n)(a−1)mX reaction.
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